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Semester Readiness Program 

Semester Readiness Program initiation was done on 05.08.2017 by Prof. Rama Patnaik, 

Academic Staff College, K L University for the faculty of KLU H at KLUH Campus to orient 

the faculty how to prepare Course Objectives for each of the courses and to align the each of 

the session with Blooms taxonomy with Active Learning Methods. 

The faculty members were oriented in different subjects like Mathematics, Chemistry, 

English, MBA, Marketing Management, C and Data Structures problem solving and 

algorithms etc. the whole day orientation was given to members on the preparation of course 

hand out and the question bank for different subjects. 

The program   goal is to develop and utilize various educational technology resources to 

ensure that effective and innovative instruction methodologies are employed.  This agenda 

this program also focus to equip  and enhance faculty skills  to apply strategies to ensure that 

effective student learning is achieved  by  providing continuous feedback on student progress 

through a variety of assessment tools, including tests, projects and other innovative methods . 

The accelerated time frame of these programs was intended to mitigate some of the barriers 

that the instructors often face during the semester. These barriers include inflexible and often 

heavy work schedules, lack of preparation leads to less facilitation of student learning 

SRP includes Expertising the subject as per the curriculum and to align ALMs and required 

documents like GD methods,  Seminar topics, Tutorial topics and LTC to session plans. 

Create Course handout and question bank 

The SRP program is very effective interms providing common time and making all the 

instructors to interact, discuss about the secession plan, delivery mechanism, preparing 

ALMs/Tutorials and preparing Question Bank.  This ensures the same content delivery of the 

course across the multiple secessions.  

 

 

The outcomes of the SRP 

 The faculty is ready with session plans, teaching material along with ALMS and the 

required question papers for the whole semester 

 Members become expert as there is sharing of expertise among the members 

 The students are given proper subject information whoever may be the instructor  

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Participants of semester readiness program initiation 


